Directional 3D Wavelet Transform Based on Gaussian Mixtures for the Analysis of 3D Ultrasound Ovarian Volumes.
The success of in-vitro fertilization can be predicted by a correct quantitative and qualitative assessment of ovarian follicles. Several ovarian follicle detection and recognition algorithms have been published. Their effectiveness is inferior to human follicle annotations due to various kinds of noise, degradations, and artefacts in ultrasonic images. This paper deals with an approach to recognize antral follicles from 2 mm in diameter in 3D ultrasound data. Its detection phase looks for candidate follicular regions, while the recognition phase assesses the likelihood of a region to correspond to a follicle. Three innovative definitions underpin the detection: Laplacian-of-Gaussian-based directional 3D wavelet transform, adaptive multiscale search based on Gaussian mixtures, and recursive convexity-based region splitting. A likelihood index is also introduced to support follicle recognition. The proposed approach was tested on 30 ultrasound ovarian volumes generated by different sonographic machines in stimulated and non-stimulated examination cycles. The obtained follicle recognition rates exceed those of the best 3D approaches known by about 10 percent, while qualitative assessments yield comparable values.